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Deprogramming fashion production through industrial

motto is simple for GR10K: local With their product research

recontextualization, Italian-based brand GR10K has re-

community efforts, small net- and deadstock repurposing,

interpreted the traditional trajectory of fashion produc-

work, and quality products.

tion since its inauguration in early 2019. The brand’s
name stems from the factory where it all started—namely,
Grassi—combined with the code from their most repli-

ASSEMBLING A BLACK COUNTERCULTURE

Interview by Deborah-Joyce Holman

With your collective Make Techno Black Again,
you emphasize “techno” as a prefix for “technocracies.” How does the idea of technocracy relate to
today and the future?
DB
A lot of my work around techno is pointing out to a concept of futurity or the potentiality of a future. Techno comes from an understanding that, specifically for African Americans
in Detroit, the future was being taken away by
economic collapse and by the technical experts
of whoever built up the city. But then, at the
same time, there’s Juan Atkins’ interaction with
the discontinued 808 drum machines, which
was him getting access to foreign technology
and creating something new out of the wreckage. I try to continue both traditions in my
music practice and in my writing. It’s about
drawing a line at various points of the end of the
future in American industrial history, but also
drawing a line towards where a new future
might emerge.
DJH
Your latest release, Black Nationalist Sonic
Weaponry, reminded me of jazz, with its elusivness
and slipperiness. I’m also thinking about the historical
context from which it emerged, within which jazz
was a mode of refusal. What role does refusal play in
your music, and more broadly, in techno?
DB
The jazz side of Black Nationalist Sonic
Weaponry came from where I live: East Village,
around the corner from Charlie Parker’s house,
a few blocks from where Amiri Baraka and
Archie Shepp would do improv. I was thinking
about that 1960s where jazz musicians were
moving away from the music industry. They
were thinking about futurity: Where is this
music going to go? How do we archive it? How
do we keep it a communal language? It’s
the resistance technology and the fact that jazz
is this coded ancestral language that we
continue to acknowledge and invoke.
With Black Nationalist Sonic Weaponry,
I wanted to acknowledge that techno and clubbing as we know it—even prior to COVID—is
over, and that there’s a new thing that needs to
emerge and address concerns much larger
than “a good night out.” I was thinking about
how to make a battle cry or a distress signal
that contains the 400 to 500-year-long history
of African American peoples as well as the
entire African diaspora, but also acknowledges
the type of literary and music criticism that
emerged from these jazz movements. I put together a booklet of various Black thinkers in
electronic music and philosophy (which comes
DJH
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out with the physical album in late November) in
the hope that new ways of talking about Black
music could also emerge. Alongside this, I’ve
also been writing a book on the history of techno called Assembling A Black Counterculture.
DJH
Speaking of communal language makes me
think about the subject’s power in the form of deliberate codedness or unintelligibility—for example, in
film. I hear this in your music, too.
DB
Exactly! I think a lot about the term “Black
data,” and all the datasets that are just completely unknown to the white supremacist eye.
I’ve been digging into this concept of Stereo
Modernism, of how people across the African
diaspora have a different intelligence and understanding for modernity—especially in America,
where as slaves, African Americans weren’t
allowed to read or write, to speak either their
native or even the new language. To compensate, you came up with stuff like grunts, moans,
different ways of expressing yourself and
your emotions. Part of the sound of jazz as a
part of this Black data set is a complete refusal,
a misunderstanding across the entire Western
world of what it means for a group of people
to perform an agricultural revolution.
DJH
What has brought you joy in the last month?
What does it mean for the potentiality of a future for you?
DB
The only thing that gives me joy in this
moment is being able to share the story, talking
to my family about this stuff and documenting
aunts and uncles. The thing about the future
is that it’s a scam. When I was fifteen years old,
I looked up and I realized, “You know what?
The flying cars aren’t coming.” The police are
moving rogue on their own, even separate from
Trump, and purposely militarizing against
Black people. What kind of future is that? Should
we even find an alternative? Whatever future
we all thought was coming isn’t coming, and
that’s totally valid. America was an experiment
that did not go so well. But at what point do
we acknowledge that the Roman Empire hasn’t
actually ended? That we’ve all been cascading
and are very confused in the aftermath of
that civilization? That what we’re living in is not
civilization at all? In that sense, the future is
very open, especially for Black people across
the world. It’s just a matter of us taking matters
into our own hands and changing our destinies,
away from our Western white counterparts.
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Milan-based brand GR10K
splices utilitarian elements
Deadstock and repurpos- and recontextualizes the
ing are also integral to the brand, purpose of garments within
an urban design practice.

as can be seen throughout its

cated item of clothing, 10,000, typed out as GR10K. “Our

many product categories. GR10K

mother company generated mainly memories that com-

is continually approaching sus-

bined industrialization with fabrics and performance

tainability from new angles, trying

standards, so the core of our memories lie in the under-

to find ways to minimize waste;

standing of the clothing as a de facto productive and po-

combined with their manifesta-

litical process, safety classes, and the many compart-

tion of the intrinsic characteris-

ments of a globalized world that needs a multitude of

tics of a fiber or a fabric, the brand

specialized subjectivities in order to perform,” explains

offers clarity to a cause that is

their anonymous founder.

trending in the fashion industry

While the brand is secretive, they’re informative

and crucial to the environment.

enough to forge an opinion and an aesthetic, their identi-

GR10K is not producing fashion;

ty and ethos becoming clear as one begins to unpack

it is, however, producing a response to a cataclysmic

what GR10K stands for. “GR10K does not have a fixed

fashion industry that has deep-rooted faults. By proxy,

identity,” they explain. “Playing with the grounds of cor-

the company forces itself to work with what they have

porate and industrial creativity and their deprogram-

rather than seek out new fabrics. “Colors, patterns,

ming of creative subjectivity, GR10K is organized and

structures, and consistencies are born out of necessity

structured as an anti-identity collaborative group.”

rather than design. With the possibility of drawing out an

GR10K’s crux explores the dichotomy of industrial-

actual stock of materials leftover from workwear and

grade workwear and military uniforms, challenging the

military supplies, GR10K invests garments with the nar-

status quo of said garments whilst exploring the multi-

rative of the performance it was originated for.” Ele-

farious realms in which the garment can serve its pur-

ments like this include fireproofed and water-repellent

pose. GR10K is primarily a fashion proxy that gathers and

fabrics, to name a few. “A carbon-fiber ripstop born to

exploits fields of fabrics in an industry that is perpetually

prevent ESD (electrostatic discharge), once displaced,

seeking to improve itself season after season. “As an idea,

opens up to another set of stress factors. In the end, we

GR10K plays with the forces outside of the general focus

are constantly understanding what performance dis-

of the fashion industry. It is best understood as an inves-

placement is, in fabrics and in culture.”

tigation and critical format of application and deprogram-

GR10K is a deeply rooted cluster of thought pro-

ming of cultures and radicalism found in current news

cesses and ideologies echoed through their clothing col-

and political contexts, as well as closed and inaccessible

lections. The brand makes clothes for everyone in search

social groups.” It’s GR10K’s unorthodox approach to fash-

of a cultural kick and for those who are not afraid of

ion production and brand ethos that puts them in a sepa-

merging together. “We mainly use each collection as a

rate category within the contemporary fashion sphere.

way to address and research social pockets and their life

By splicing utilitarian elements and recontextual-

and clothing habits. We’re interested in groups or savage

izing the purpose of a garment, GR10K pushes the bound-

structures that are far removed from civil society.” By

aries for what a brand can represent in the zeitgeist. It’s

changing the way they produce clothing and understand

a medium for discussion and interpretation through

consumer buying habits, GR10K’s position is clear: “We

clothing production and anonymity. GR10K’s skill set lies

do not buy for novelty—we buy out of mimetic behavior.

in maintaining the original nature of the garment, even

There is no innovation nor origin for what we do. Fashion

after its remains are cut up and sewn back together. Ar-

buying patterns are no-entry continuous loops, surfaces

chitectural lines and minimalist renderings of what once

with no depth. Our basic proposal is to provide individual

was encompass each item, bringing back faint memories

shelter for bypasses in these neutralized lands.”

of its original stature. “As per fabric, working within shapes Photo credit: LAAR
and details that are born with a purpose allows for a generation of meaningful pieces. The garment tries to stay
as close as possible to its original shape, and its fortitude is a balanced result of displacement, use of materials and juxtaposition. The shape becomes a ready nonblank tool to investigate cultures and radicalism.” The

